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What is a “Phantogram”?

!! A stereo image that appears to be at an A stereo image that appears to be at an 
angle to the plane of the surface it is angle to the plane of the surface it is 
rendered on rendered on 

!! Any angle of view and perceived image Any angle of view and perceived image 
plane is possibleplane is possible

!! We will discuss images that seem to We will discuss images that seem to ““floatfloat””
above the surfaceabove the surface



Why “Phantogram”?

!! AladarAladar HeppesHeppes name for this type of imagename for this type of image
!! Also called Also called ““Stereoscopic Stereoscopic anamorphsisesanamorphsises””, , 

““PhantaglyphsPhantaglyphs®®””, , ““Free standing Free standing 
anaglyphsanaglyphs””, , ““Levitated imagesLevitated images””,,””Book Book 
anaglyphsanaglyphs””

!! ““PhantogramPhantogram”” appears to be in public appears to be in public 
domaindomain



Some History

!! Used in Descriptive Geometry textsUsed in Descriptive Geometry texts
!! ““HowHow--toto”” book by Raymond book by Raymond NicyperNicyper in in 

1979 1979 ““Constructing anaglyph images on Constructing anaglyph images on 
Phantogram Perspective ChartsPhantogram Perspective Charts””

!! Commercial art by Achim Bahr in 1981Commercial art by Achim Bahr in 1981
!! Commercial photos by Boris Commercial photos by Boris StarostaStarosta in in 

19981998



A.J. Macy
1926 Patent



Western
2002 Patent



Aubrey
2003 Patent



Patents

!! Patents may be viewed at the Patent Office Patents may be viewed at the Patent Office 
web site: web site: http://www.uspto.gov/http://www.uspto.gov/

!! Macy 1926 #1,592,034Macy 1926 #1,592,034
!! Western 2002 #6,389,236Western 2002 #6,389,236
!! Aubrey 2003 #6,614,427Aubrey 2003 #6,614,427
!! If you are planning any commercial use of If you are planning any commercial use of 

Phantograms I advise talking to a patent Phantograms I advise talking to a patent 
lawyer lawyer 



More History

!! My research shows that many people have My research shows that many people have 
made Phantograms over the yearsmade Phantograms over the years

!! II’’m always looking for more examplesm always looking for more examples
!! Let me know at steve@shughes.comLet me know at steve@shughes.com



Viewing Phantograms

!! These images are designed to be viewed at a These images are designed to be viewed at a 
certain height and distance from the imagecertain height and distance from the image

!! If viewed at any other height or distance the If viewed at any other height or distance the 
image will look distortedimage will look distorted

!! If properly done, you can take If properly done, you can take 
measurements off the virtual imagemeasurements off the virtual image



Drawing Phantograms

!! Drawings are pretty simple if tediousDrawings are pretty simple if tedious
!! Simple formulas may be used to map real Simple formulas may be used to map real 

world objects to image spaceworld objects to image space
!! You can check photographic Phantograms You can check photographic Phantograms 

using the formulas using the formulas 
!! Lets work through defining the formulasLets work through defining the formulas
!! To keep it simple, we will do To keep it simple, we will do ““XX”” and and ““YY””

individuallyindividually



Projection of Image Points



“Y” Is The Same for Both Points



A Practical Formula



Finding “X Left” and “X Right”



Lets Treat It As A 2D Problem



Left Eye “X”



Right Eye “X”



Formulas For “X”



Creating CGI Phantograms

!! These drawing formulas may be used in These drawing formulas may be used in 
““3D3D”” drawing programs to output drawing programs to output 
PhantogramsPhantograms

!! Implement them as Implement them as ““filtersfilters”” to convert from to convert from 
drawing X,Y,Z coordinates to output filesdrawing X,Y,Z coordinates to output files



Photographic Phantograms

!! Really quite simpleReally quite simple
!! Take two shots at an angle to the subjectTake two shots at an angle to the subject
!! Process the photos to remove perspective Process the photos to remove perspective 

and camera image plane distortionsand camera image plane distortions
!! Map each image point to the viewing planeMap each image point to the viewing plane
!! Combine the images in some convenient Combine the images in some convenient 

stereo format and Instant Phantogram!stereo format and Instant Phantogram!
!! Of course there are a few detailsOf course there are a few details



Making Them Yourself

!! Many ways to do soMany ways to do so
!! ““Dual ProjectorDual Projector””, , ““Surface MappingSurface Mapping”” and and 

““Perspective transformationPerspective transformation””



Dual Projector Method



Dual Projector Method



Perspective Transformation

!! This is one simple way using PhotoShop This is one simple way using PhotoShop 
!! Digital camera on slide bar is easiestDigital camera on slide bar is easiest
!! Fairly nasty math involved in understanding Fairly nasty math involved in understanding 

why it workswhy it works
!! Instead of calculations we will use an Instead of calculations we will use an 

alignment grid / image target alignment grid / image target 
!! I actually use a projective transformation I actually use a projective transformation 

equation but Photoshop works wellequation but Photoshop works well



Alignment Grid



Alignment Grid

!! Use to align the camera with the object to Use to align the camera with the object to 
be photographedbe photographed

!! Best for Best for ““table toptable top”” photographyphotography
!! Make test shots of the grid to verify Make test shots of the grid to verify 

alignmentalignment
!! Replicate this designReplicate this design



Image Target



Image Target

!! The image target and itThe image target and it’’s design are the key s design are the key 
to my method of making Phantogramsto my method of making Phantograms

!! This target design This target design ““calibratescalibrates”” the space the space 
around the object to be photographedaround the object to be photographed

!! It allows using simple transforms to correct It allows using simple transforms to correct 
the camera image for perspective distortionsthe camera image for perspective distortions



Image Target

!! Allows use of simple image processing Allows use of simple image processing 
algorithms to automate making algorithms to automate making 
PhantogramsPhantograms

!! No No ““cut and trycut and try”” procedures or procedures or ““artists eyeartists eye””
neededneeded

!! Replicate the targets as I show themReplicate the targets as I show them
!! You may need to make one for each imageYou may need to make one for each image



Basic Camera Setup



Camera Setup

!! Camera should be at a 45 degree angleCamera should be at a 45 degree angle
!! Camera in the exact middle of the setup gridCamera in the exact middle of the setup grid
!! Slide bar must be parallel to the gridSlide bar must be parallel to the grid
!! Normal eye spacing for the left / right Normal eye spacing for the left / right 

imagesimages
!! Camera should point at the center of the Camera should point at the center of the 

objectobject
!! Alignment is Alignment is criticalcritical



Alignment – Useful Tools



Level the Slide Bar



Set Slide Bar to 45° Angle



Center Camera on Grid and 
Locate Object



Setup Laser Pointer on Grid



Hang Plumb Bob From Slide Bar 
Center Line



Use Laser Dot To Set Center



Mount Laser Level On Slide Bar



Use Grid To Check Alignment



Shoot Grid To Test Setup



Check Setup With Grid Shot

!! Open in PhotoShopOpen in PhotoShop
!! Pull Pull ““guide linesguide lines”” from the top and line from the top and line 

them up with the horizontal grid linesthem up with the horizontal grid lines
!! Pull one Pull one ““guide lineguide line”” form the side and line form the side and line 

it up with the center vertical grid lineit up with the center vertical grid line
!! Check alignment with Check alignment with ““guideguide”” lineslines



This shows the target grid with horizontal and vertical
“guide” lines. The vertical guide line should line up with
the center vertical line of the alignment grid. Horizontal 
guide lines should line up with any horizontal line.



Shoot Object

!! Place object on target grid with camera Place object on target grid with camera 
pointing midway up objectpointing midway up object

!! Make sure all four targets are visible and do Make sure all four targets are visible and do 
not interfere with the object or itnot interfere with the object or it’’s shadows shadow

!! Shift to left and shoot; shift to right and Shift to left and shoot; shift to right and 
shoot using shoot using ““eyeeye”” spacingspacing



Procedure Using PhotoShop

!! Open both images then make the Open both images then make the 
backgrounds into layersbackgrounds into layers

!! Crop images to show just the Crop images to show just the ““targettarget”” gridgrid
!! Perspective crop images to center of targetsPerspective crop images to center of targets
!! Size images to match original target gridSize images to match original target grid
!! Save as Save as ““right_roughright_rough”” and and ““left_roughleft_rough””



Open Both Images

!! Use the Use the ““Layer ; New; Layer From Layer ; New; Layer From 
BackgroundBackground”” commands to create a layercommands to create a layer

!! Name it Name it ““leftleft”” or or ““rightright”” as appropriateas appropriate
!! Save it for future useSave it for future use
!! Now we will go through the procedure for Now we will go through the procedure for 

processing one image of the pair you must processing one image of the pair you must 
do both left and rightdo both left and right



Corp It To Just the Target Grid

This show a typical “left” image. The target is not 
centered in the image. Use the crop tool to cut out
just the target.



Crop It To Just The Target Grid

The crop lines have been set just out side the targets.
The bottom targets set the horizontal space. 



Image After First Crop



Perspective Crop Image

!! Use the Use the ““cropcrop”” tool with the tool with the ““PerspectivePerspective””
box checked to crop out just the targetbox checked to crop out just the target

!! Drag each crop corner indicator to the Drag each crop corner indicator to the 
center of a targetcenter of a target

!! Be as precise as possible!Be as precise as possible!



Notice that the crop lines are right on the target grid
lines. Be very precise and consistent!



Restore Image Size 

!! The image size may be distorted by the The image size may be distorted by the 
cropping operationscropping operations

!! Restore it to the target grid size using the Restore it to the target grid size using the 
““Image; SizeImage; Size”” commandcommand

!! Do not attempt to change the finished image Do not attempt to change the finished image 
size at this pointsize at this point

!! Save it as Save it as ““left_roughleft_rough”” or or ““right_roughright_rough””



Set the image size to the target grid size. You must
not have “Constrain Proportions” checked.



This is the processed image showing part of the targets
in each corner. These are used to set the “window”.



Finishing the Phantogram

!! Normally the two files you just created are ready Normally the two files you just created are ready 
to process into an Anaglyphto process into an Anaglyph

!! The semicircles left over from the targets define The semicircles left over from the targets define 
the stereo windowthe stereo window

!! Align the semicircles in both images for perfect Align the semicircles in both images for perfect 
““windowwindow”” placementplacement

!! Never try to set the window using the images!Never try to set the window using the images!
!! Use any stereo image creation program or Use any stereo image creation program or 

PhotoShop to complete the imagePhotoShop to complete the image



Finishing the Phantogram

!! I recommend using either I recommend using either PokescopePokescope Pro Pro 
http://www.pokescope.com/http://www.pokescope.com/ or or StereoPhotoStereoPhoto
Maker Maker http://stereo.jpn.org/eng/http://stereo.jpn.org/eng/

!! A procedure for doing this in PhotoShop is A procedure for doing this in PhotoShop is 
outlined in the next two slidesoutlined in the next two slides



Set the “Window”

!! Open Open ““left_roughleft_rough”” and and ““right_roughright_rough”” filesfiles
!! Paste Paste ““leftleft”” into into ““rightright”” as a layeras a layer
!! Set opacity to 50Set opacity to 50--60%60%
!! Set window using targets and crop to sizeSet window using targets and crop to size
!! Use Use ““leftleft”” layer to create layer to create ““LeftLeft”” filefile
!! Delete Delete ““leftleft”” layer and save  layer and save  ““right_roughright_rough””

as as ““RightRight”” filefile



Now to make a simple anaglyph

!! Open both filesOpen both files
!! Select the Select the ““RedRed”” channel from the left channel from the left 

imageimage
!! Paste it into the Paste it into the ““RedRed”” channel of the right channel of the right 

imageimage
!! Save anaglyphSave anaglyph



Problems – “Fuzzy” Image

!! Depth of field is very importantDepth of field is very important
!! Pixel smear due to too much manipulationPixel smear due to too much manipulation
!! Pixel loss due to too great a perspective / Pixel loss due to too great a perspective / 

scale changescale change
!! Image enlarged too muchImage enlarged too much



Problem – Distorted Image

!! Leans back: inter ocular base too smallLeans back: inter ocular base too small
!! Leans forward: inter ocular too largeLeans forward: inter ocular too large
!! Too tall: Too tall: ““scalescale”” too greattoo great
!! Too short: Too short: ““scalescale”” too smalltoo small
!! ““SquatSquat”” looking: looking: ““perspectiveperspective”” too large or too large or 

smallsmall



Problem: Image Plane Wrong

!! Tilted down or up: Tilted down or up: ““perspectiveperspective”” correction correction 
is wrongis wrong

!! Tilted to one side: Tilted to one side: ““perspectiveperspective”” correction correction 
different in L/R imagesdifferent in L/R images

!! Tilted toward a corner: camera not parallel Tilted toward a corner: camera not parallel 
to imageto image



Last Thoughts

!! Always check your setup at the start of a Always check your setup at the start of a 
shootshoot

!! Remember itRemember it’’s supposed to be fun!s supposed to be fun!
!! Information came from:Information came from:

Abram Abram KlooswykKlooswyk, Bruce Springsteen, Boris , Bruce Springsteen, Boris 
StarostaStarosta, Owen Western, Owen Western


